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free in a water bath. The first has the disadvantage that the crystal had some static strain whereas the second damps
the sound amplitudes by coupling roughly half its intensity into the water. Stability, however is increased in both
cases. Figure (5) shows a frequency scan taken with the sample rotated by 1 to 2 seconds of arc as compared to the
Bragg position of the perfect crystal. It reveals a series of narrow resonances which can be interpreted as standing
waves in the silicon. The broad up and down is the main resonance of the whole system, where all reflection curves
were measured. We think, the silicon resonances should be studied in future in favor to low heating at high
excitation levels.
To resume, atomic amplitudes have been measured for various geometries. Both, amount and direction of
displacements could be-determined.

Fi ure  2:
Ti’?e intensit  gain is proportional to the FWHM and @Js

rproportiona  to the widening of the scattering vector G.

Figure 3:
Two dimensional representation of the reciprocal lattice
plane  around the Si -35]  reflection, measured at
90 keV. The broadening due to the ultrasonic wave has
a transversal and a 3 times smaller Iongitudinal compo-

hnent, which reflects the inclination of t e acoustic wave
in the I I J direction to the scattering vector, as demon-
strated in figure (4).
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Figure 4;
Distortion of the reciprocal lattice vector by a longitudi-
nal ultrasonic wave Kq am.Jied  in the 111  direction, The
initial reciprocal Iattice points are smeared one- dim en -
sionall  proportional to their distances to the reciprocal

rllJ pane.

Figure 5:
A frequency scan slightl  beside the Brag condition of
the unexcited crystal, !h fe crystal is hi~ Iy excited at
resonances where a standing wave fits Into  its macro-
sco  ic thickness which acts on the increase of the

[roc  ing  width and thus fulfills a scattering condition.
The very sharp resonances are numbered on the top
scale by the corresponding number of acoustic wave-
Ien  tbs. The broad maximum around 16 MHz is the 3rd

c1or er main resonance of the LiNb03  transducer.


